One of the oldest sport brand in the world amongst the car manufactures
175 years of history
1835, production of carriages for nobility
1864, production of the most luxurious train in the world: The TEE - Trans Europe Orient Express

1905 Production of luxury sport cars
Prestigious customers: The Italian
Royal Family for 20 years (1907-1928),
and the family of the young Enzo
Ferrari, where he discovered his
sporting talent
1906 - 1932 Diatto starts to win the international races and its competitive and beautifull cars are
requested all over the world, in Europe, America, Australia, South Africa
1915 - 1918 Aviation engines for European armies, Italy, Russia, France, England …
1915 - 1930 The Diatto aeronautic and automobile industrial empire becomes one of the largest
industrial company in The Kingdom of Italy, with 1,500 workers
1905 - 1932 Diatto Racing Team: hundreds of victories with the champions Maserati, Nuvolari … and
the Diatto-Bugatti racing cars

Alliances
From Diatto-Bugatti to Maserati:
Diatto, the birthplace of legends

Diatto-Maserati

Diatto-Bugatti
1915 - 1918
Production of DiattoBugatti aircraft engines
1919 - 1925
Production of Diatto-Bugatti
automobiles and racing cars

One of the existing Diatto-Bugatti

(see specific chapter)

1922 - 1926
Maserati is appointed team
manager of Diatto Racing
Team and in 1926, with the
racing cars inherited from
Diatto, founds Maserati
(see specific chapter)

creativeintelligenceagency.co.uk/diatto/

www.diatto.com

The Diatto of Tazio Nuvolari

Thanks to historic bonds with Ettore Bugatti, Alfieri Maserati and Tazio Nuvolari,
the name Diatto evokes the pioneering spirit of motor sport

175 YEARS AGO
1835 The year of the foundation
In 1835, in Turin, on the banks of the river Po, Guglielmo DIATTO founds a
workshop for the construction of carriages for nobility. The DIATTO
“Manifattura di Carrozze” (Carriage Manufacture), as we can see from an
invoice dated 1887 (below left), is already a large industrial concern,
established over a vast area which is owned by the company.
1838 The first patent
Guglielmo DIATTO, 33 years old, an inventive and enterprising craftsman,
patents a ‘perfected wheel’, the first in a series of technological innovations
that would make the fortunes of three generations of industrialists (the
patent is held at the National Museum dell’Automobile, which displays a
Diatto car).
1838 ‐ DIATTO patent for the “perfected wheel”
1864 Railway carriage construction
The founder’s sons Giovanni and
Battista expand the activity and construct
railway
carriages,
also
for
the
Compagnie des Wagons Lits et des
Grands Express Europeens, TEE Trans
Europe-Orient Express of Paris, the
most luxury train in the world at the time.
8,11,1887 DIATTO invoice for the sale
of a carriage to the Countess Bricherasio
Luxury carriages DIATTO, built for
The Trans Europe‐Orient Express

… AT THE START OF 1900 (synthesis)
1905 Diatto automobiles
The engineers Vittorio and Pietro DIATTO, grandsons of the founder Guglielmo (the third generation of the dynasty
of distinguished industrialists) decide to manufacture sports cars to sell to their vast international wealthy carriage
customers.
In Turin, on April 12th 1905, they found the “Società Diatto-A.Clement” in partnership with the French company A.
Clément Bayard, from Levallois Perret, Paris. The company has a workforce of 500 (by way of comparison Fiat has
a workforce of 776) and produces prestigious cars. In 1907, DIATTO starts providing The Italian Royal Family, who
will become affectionate customer for 20 years.
1906-1914 International victories, before the first world war
1906 Germany - the Herkomer Competition (1800 km from Frankfurt
to Innsbruk, against 134 competitors); Switzerland - the Lugano-San
Gottardo (speed trial over 7 hours through the mountain passes);
Italy- the Gold Cup (4000 km in 11 daily stages over the length of
Italy, against 48 competitors representing 19 manufacturers);
1907 France - the Cannes Cup (record of less consumption);
1908 Russia - the Petersburg-Moscow (massacring race of 700 km);
1909 Italy- Modena “Record of mile” (international race of speed);
1910 UK - Brooklands; 1913 Italy- “Parma-Poggio di Berceto” (race
on the mountain);
1914 Spain- Barcellona “Rebassada Cup”; France- “Tourism Cup”
(3120 km, Diatto wins the economy and efficiency prizes with the
lowest fuel consumption); Italy - the Milan-San Remo (320 km
regularity trial). Right, 1906 Germany ‐ Diatto wins the Herkomer Cup

1905 ‐ Diatto factory with the members of the first board

1907 ‐ Her Majesty The Queen of Italy on board of Her Diatto
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In 1926, DIATTO achieved acclaim from the world press;
“The DIATTO Type 30 is the fastest Italian 2 litre car, of series production”

DIATTO-BUGATTI
1915-1925
Shortly before the first world war, Diatto begins working with Ettore
Bugatti. The Diatto 8-cylinder engine for the wartime aircraft
industry is built on licence from Bugatti. On September 23rd 1916,
Diatto sends an enthusiastic telegram to Bugatti: “I am happy to
announce the excellent results for the engine … the testing
resulted in a brilliant 210 HP”.
The magazines describe the successful partnership widely:
“Official test of the Diatto-Bugatti engine: a technical masterpiece
of unparalleled precision, constructed with robust materials of the
highest quality, a compendium of the most modern technologies”.
(source: ‐ Motori, Aero, Cicli e Sports, 1916, 1917)

Diatto‐Bugatti ‐ Bugatti Trust Archive

AUTOMOBILES DIATTO-BUGATTI
1919-1925
After the first world war, the collaboration between Diatto and Bugatti
is extended to the design and production of road and race cars.
In 1919, at the International Motor Shows of Paris (Diatto has a branch
in the Champs-Elysées) and London, Diatto presents five top of the
range cars, including the “16 valve Diatto Type 30-Bugatti”, featuring
chassis designed by Bugatti: “Luxury cars, Convertibles and Coupès
with internal steering, refined bodywork and antique silk and velvet
upholstery”.
Next pages: 1919 - Paris and London Motor shows:
stand Diatto, with the Diatto-Bugatti luxury cars
- brochures of Diatto-Bugatti cars sold in twenties years.

Diatto‐Bugatti, Bugatti Trust Archive

The Parisian upper classes, from Princess
Murat to Madame Gould, bid against each
other for the most luxurious Diatto-Bugatti
cars at a price of 100,000 franks (the price at
the top)

- source: “Motori, Aero, Cicli & Sports”,
22.10.1919 -.
Diatto-Bugatti, Bugatti Trust Archive

Source - Motori, Aero, Cicli e Sports,
20.9.1919 “the names Diatto and Bugatti, with their
long,
sound
tradition
of
mechanical
engineering and daring innovation, brought
together into a single enterprise, are
extraordinarily eloquent and significant for
any technician or automobile enthusiast”.

Next pages: Diatto at Paris Salon, 1919 Brochures of Diatto-Bugatti cars produced
in the Twenties Paris Salon: Diatto shows the Diatto Type
4DC and the Type 30 Diatto-Bugatti

The firsts 50 Diatto-Bugatti

“Le Fanauto”, 1985
The production of Diatto-Bugatti cars
continues for several years with 3
models: Type 30, Type 22 and Type
23.
In 1919, the first post-war race, Diatto
wins an outstanding first and second
place, Diatto Type 30 (Bugatti) and
Diatto 4DC, at the Parma-Poggio di
Berceto (Italy)

– see next page.
Thanks
to
this
successful
collaboration, Diatto and Bugatti
agree to construct a special series of
race cars, initially with a 25 HP Sport
Diatto chassis modified with a tubular
axle and a supercharged 1500cc 4cylinder Bugatti engine.
Source: Motori, Aero, Cicli & Sports, 27.12.1915‐2.1.1916
These special Diatto-Bugatti racing cars, lightweight and powerful, enjoy considerable success in rallies and uphill
competitions: The Brescia Gentleman’s Grand Prix, (1° GP of Italy), the Susa–Moncenisio, the Aosta-San Bernardo,
etc. Furthermore, some Bugatti “Brescia da corsa” models are also equipped with the powerful 2 litre Diatto engine
with 4 valves per cylinder (source: Bugatti Magnum) to witness the technological versatility of the partnership in
racing: Diatto chassis with Bugatti engines and vice versa. Diatto-Bugatti racing cars: a winning binomial.
Source: Auto‐Moto‐Ciclo 1.10.1921
Diatto‐Bugatti ‐ Bugatti Trust Archive

DIATTO-MASERATI

1922-1926

During the early 1920s, Alfieri and Ernesto Maserati are highly sought
after for their skills, both as drivers and designers.
Diatto, recognizing their talent, brings them in to lead the Race Team
in 1922.
Alfieri Maserati, with a Diatto 3000, takes first place in November
1922 at the Monza Autodrome, winning the International Gran Premio
d’Autunno (400 km, at an average speed of 125 kph, with the
renowned Ugo Sivocci in his Alfa Romeo 3000 coming in second).
This is the first of track and road race-wins, such as the challenging
races of Parma-Poggio di Berceto, Aosta and the Gran San Bernardo
uphill time trial, won for two years consecutively.
1922, Maserati in a 2‐litre Diatto

1923 ‐ Maserati/Parenti in a 3‐litre Diatto

In 1923 eng. Coda (Diatto director and designer) makes two
experimental 8-cylinder, 4-litre, inline engines, by coupling together
two Diatto Type-20 series production engine blocks. Between 1924
and 1925 Alfieri Maserati under the guidance of eng. Coda whom he
calls “my master”, develops prototypes for a new Diatto engine with
total displacement reduced to 1995cc.. This is the first supercharger
8C Diatto built by Maserati, a design which is so successful that
when Maserati will found his own company he will use it and
achieves victories for many years.
Left: 1925, supercharged
8‐cylinder Diatto Grand Prix car
The legendary supercharged, 160-HP, 8C, 180 km/h, Diatto-Grand-Prix car
with Schieppati bodywork is unveiled by Maserati on 14 June 1925 at the
inauguration of the famous “100 kph club”, an association founded by Diatto
supporters at the Monza racetrack.
For Maserati there is no lack of success, admiration and offers. The
champion Franz Conelli, who is a friend of Bugatti, convinces Maserati to
install the Diatto 8C engine on his victorious Diatto-Bugatti racing car.
The Marquis Diego De Sterlich offers a new body painted in the typical
Bugatti colour of light blue in order to promote the idea of collaboration with
Bugatti. But Maserati remains with Diatto, crowning his glorious racing career
on the podium of the Targa Coppa Florio, Cremona Circuit, Coppa della
Consuma, Susa-Moncenisio, in the Pistoia hills, Limonest (Lyon),
Schabenberg, Gothenbourg e
Bollans in Switzerland, Rebassada
(Barcellona) e Valencia (Spain), etc. Now, Maserati is mature to start the
experience like constructor.
Despite the facts that Diatto is winning races, selling cars and
has a prosperous portfolio of orders the company finances are
in a sorry state. This is due to the failure of the Kingdom of
Italy to pay for its wartime supplies.
1926
From the Diatto race team to the foundation of Maserati
In 1926, Maserati receives on payment some Diatto Type 30
sport chassis, equipped with 8C engines, gears, suspensions
and many mechanical parts. With these Diatto rolling chassis
and the vast technical and sporting know-how inherited from
the Diatto Racing Team, Maserati builds the first sports cars
with the ‘Maserati’ brand. The GP Diattos, developed, will
become the firsts Maserati sport cars.
Right: 1924, G.P. San Sebastian (Spain), Maserati on Diatto

« Le Fanauto de l’automobile » 1985

“ The Automobile “ 1998

1923 - Nationalist British magazine "The Auto Motor Journal”, compares the performance of 2-liter Diatto
those of 3-liter Bentley compressor: a sales success for Diatto
1922 - First “Pole position” at the
Inauguration of the Autodrome at Monza
2002 - 80 years later, “Inauguration pole
position” revisited
In Autumn 1922, in front of Mussolini, the
First Gran Premio d’Italia was held, the
“Inaugural Race” to celebrate the opening
of the brand new Monza Autodrome, which
had been built in record time: in pole
position were a Diatto, a Bugatti and a Fiat.
To celebrate the 80th anniversary of the
Inaugural Race at Monza, in November
2002 the same line-up as the first Gran
Premio d’Italia - Diatto, Bugatti and Fiat –
raced against each other, an event which
was enthusiastically reported by the sports
press.
Source: Corriere della sera, 12.11.2002

Source:
La Manovella, 2.2006
Diatto, the victories:
500 times on the
podium

1922 Sicily,
Targa Florio –
Massola in a Diatto,
today belonging to
shareholders
of
Diatto; recently, this
Diatto took part at
Mille Miglia.

Diatto factory

1928 – Diatto production

1932 – Cover of a Diatto brochure (Painting by Romano: the moon with a human face)

